With help of brane configuration of N=2 solution, we analyze the strong coupling moduli of N=2 QCD. As a result we describe S-dual in N=2 QCD and give its curve. We also explain some relation to nonAbelian duality in N=1 QCD.
The relation between supersymmetric QCD and brane configuration are discovered recently [1] , [2] . And the curve which expresses exact solution of N=2 QCD are related M-theory five and six branes [3] . It is also understood that non-Abelian duality in N=1 [5] are performed in brane configuration [4] . We will see the how brane configuration changes as the moduli parameters are moved.
S-dual in N=2 Super symmetric gauge theory
To understand the strong-week coupling duality [6] of N=4 in N=2 super symmetric gauge theory with gauge group SU (N c ) and N f flavor, we first derive this theory from N f = 2N c flavor scale invariant theory [7] by decoupling 2N c − N f = k flavor which is the generalization of [8] . The curve for the scale invariant theory is
where
where m i is the bare mass for the N f hyper multiplets when diagonalized. This curve has become to be known to corresponds to the configuration of branes in "M-theory ". However we use the word "NS5-brane" ,"D4-brane"and "D6-brane"to express M theory 5-brane, 6-brane so that the their role are explicit in this context . The decoupling of flavors are executed by tuning the mass
.with M extremely large compare tom s. We assume m i (i = N f + 1, ..., 2N c ) are all positive real and same value M in following argument, but this does not loose generality. This assumption rather clear the situation. After we tuned the bare mass to above value, the values of µ and µ i s arẽ
Now substituting these values to the curve ,we get
As we take weak coupling limit
fixed, the curve for N f flavor can be derived as follow.
This is the curve for N f flavor obtained from scale invariant theory. Now we consider of taking the strong coupling limit g si → ∞(g si is coupling for the scale invariant theory.τ =
). The curve for this limit can be obtained by SL(2, Z) transformation of τ easily. If take g as first one of two above, under a procedure
, g transform as
this transformation makes S-dual curve as we call here. original curve and S-dual curve are as follows. They differ by only sign of g.
substituting the value of µ and µ i we defined to get N f flavor theory to these two equation, we get
Shift x by adding a constant to x of S-dual curve,
and also φ as
S-dual curve becomes
We will argue about this curve in the next section.
Interpretation of the curve by means of M-theory brane
The curves for N=2 supersymmetric gauge theory are understood to correspond to the configuration of 5-branes and 6-branes in M-theory. The coupling τ is related to the distance of two NS5-brane so called in IIA theory. We call first one N S5 1 and second one N S5 2 .
where s(v) 1 and s 2 (v) are the place of NS5-brane in the direction of v in Mtheory units. Operating SL(2, Z) to τ position of N S5 1 and N S5 2 are exchanged and distance of two brane are
where s 1 (v) d and s 2 (v) d are place of NS5-brane after exchanged. Thus this operation can be seen as kind of one found in [4] .This operation can be done only when N f ≥ N c when NS5-branes can be shift along the direction in which D6-branes span. The starting original configuration and final S-dual configuration of brane are the Fig(1) .Here we expressed all "D6-brane between NS5-branes" by equivalent description of "D4-brane ending at D4-brane" for the convenience.
As the N S5 2 -brane and D4-brane corresponding to hypermultiplets of mass M meet in space at the last step of the operation (crossing in the figure(1),φ di (di > N c − k) are related to the mass M as
This can be achieved whenμ = 0 and φ di = 0 (di > N c − k) at weak coupling limit.μ = 0 means the resulting theory are invariant under "μ → −μ !". The constraint (16) surely applied to each φ i (i = 1, ...Ñ c ). They must be same to one ofm i , only one φ i for one m i . Thus Coulomb branch disappear. If we impose condition for allm i s to be positive real, they are all zero asμ = 0. Then all φ di s to be zero too. Now taking the weak coupling limit of original theory and rescaling x and y in S-dual curve,
original and S-dual curves are written effectively
Then Both curves can be written
with the dynamical scale
The rescaling equations(17) are determined so as to both Λ N =2 and Λ N =2,d are simultaneously definable at weak coupling limit. These curves are describing the N=2 QCD with SU (N c ) gauge group and N f flavor, and N=2 QCD with SU (Ñ c ) gauge group and N f flavor effectively. They transfer each other by S-duality
Of course this effective S-dual curve are asymptotic non free and curve are ill defined over the scale of mass M where the effect of heavy hypermultiplets are sensible. Farther, unable to ignore the effect of
in the S-dual curve when we argue about N=1 theory.
The relation between two dynamical scales are
Implication to the N=1 super symmetric gauge theory
The N=2 supersymmetric gauge theory can be broken to N=1 by turning on a bare massμ for the adjoint ignore multiplet Φ. Taking the limit of infinity mass corresponds to rotate the N S5 1 -brane right angle around the axis of D4-brane. And in the S-dual theory ,the NS5-brane which rotates under mass deformation is again N S5 1 -brane. As the value of masses are defined by the place of D4-brane on N S5 2 -brane, rotation of N S5 1 -brane does not effect its value in original configuration (they are zero as we think massless case in N=1). However, rotation of N S5 1 -brane in S-dual configuration leave the D4-brane of heavy hypermultiplets in its place as D4-brane ending at N S5 2 -brane at the value of φ di = 0, (i = N c − k + 1, ...N c ).This is shown in figure (2) .This is because N S5 1 -brane and D4-brane of heavy hypermultiplets can be taken as to be not meeting in the space. Such a operation explain the existence of gauge singlet Mĩ i (i,ĩ = 1, ..., N f ) in the S-dual theory, consistent with the result of [4] .
The scales of both N=1 and N=2 theories are matched belowμ andμ d as
This equation are determined to be consistent with rescaling equation(17). The"minus"sign arise from τ → − 
can be taken finite simultaneously by rescaling q. It is because the equation (13) and equation(19) are very much different for mass deformation to N=1.
Comment and Summary
S-dual is performed in N=2 and the curve are described by S-dual parameters related the original ones. This can be done only at the root of Higgs branch. Applying equation(19)to N=1 theory rather equation(13) means to ignore singlet terms, which fell to be imperfect.Though some relation are pointed out.
